
Managing Compliance Registers More Efficiently

Compliance Registers enable you to easily manage all your registers in one place via an application 
within our Compliance Portal that can be customised to match your policies, structure and procedures. 
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What are Compliance Registers?

You may have been using compliance registers at work without even realizing it, including 
They are vital in documenting breaches and mitigating fines. Here are a few examples:
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• Accident books

• Compliance breach logs

• GDPR breach notifications

• Gifts & hospitality registers

Compliance registers are simple documents used to record certain employee actions or incidents. They 
are a vital source of evidence in the regulatory compliance process.

Whether it be offering gifts or hospitality or more serious compliance breaches, recording such 
occurrences and the subsequent actions taken is an important means of supporting staff compliance.

Documenting events and actions will protect organisations and employees from the risk of allegations 
of improper conduct. But traditional methods lack the ability to track and approve register entries in a 
timely and consistent manner.

• Register entries via any device - mobile or desktop

• Automatic approval or escalation based on your policy tolerances

• Audit trails of all compliance register entries by employees across your organisation

• Suspicious activity alerts including multiple gifts to a single recipient or other unusual patterns
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Use Case: Gifts & Hospitality Register

Gifts and Hospitality approval process is an important control requirement under the Bribery Act. In 
principle, this should be simple, but it’s often too slow, laborious, costly and prone to errors. 

Skillcast delivers an off-the-shelf Gifts & Hospitality Register (GHR) that can be customised to your 
policies. It streamlines and automates your gifts and hospitality approval process - saving you time and 
money and reducing the risk of errors.
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Skillcast Compliance Portal

Skillcast enables you to deliver policies, e-learning, knowledge checks, and various compliance forms and 
registers from a single portal to transform your staff compliance.

• Learning Management System

• Policy Hub

• Staff Declarations

• Compliance Registers

• Employee Surveys

• Training 360

• Events Management

• SMCR 360® Compliance Toolkit

Key Features

• Auto-approve requests based on 
your policy thresholds

• Escalate requests above the 
threshold for single or multiple 
approvals

• Flagging suspicious patterns for 
investigation

• Provide a full audit trail to 
requesters and approvers


